Introduction
Let Γ be an arithmetic subgroup of the semisimple Lie group G. The unitary representation of G on L 2 (Γ\G) decomposes as
where L cusp is the space of cusp forms and L Eis can be described in terms of Eisenstein series (see [1] ). The cuspidal space L 2 cusp (Γ\G), which equals all of L 2 (Γ\G) if Γ is cocompact, decomposes as a direct sum of isotypes,
where the isotypical component L 2 cusp (Γ\G)(π) is zero outside a countable subset ofĜ and is always isomorphic to a sum of finitely many copies of π. A cusp form ϕ ∈ L K has an orthonormal basis of Maaß forms (ϕ i ) i∈N . Fixe any two Maaß forms ϕ, ϕ ′ and consider the coefficient of the pointwise product ϕ(x)ϕ ′ (x),
Following Rankin and Selberg, these coefficients can be interpreted as special values of automorphic L-functions. In this paper we will generalise the paper [2] which treats the case G = PGL 2 (R) and give growth asymptotics of the sequence (c i ). The argument of [2] is based on a uniqueness of G-invariant triple products which has independently been proven by Loke [6] , Molchanov [7] and Oksak [8] . The first main result of this paper is that such a uniqueness for general G can only hold if G is locally a product of hyperbolic groups. For the Lorentz group G = SO(d, 1) o we use this uniqueness to extend the result of [2] .
For the following we have to replace SO(d, 1) o by its double coverSO(2, 1) o ∼ = PGL 2 (R) if d = 2. The representation π i , with ϕ i ∈ L by an induction parameter (or Laplace-eigenvalue parameter) λ i . The first observation is that c i decays exponentially in |λ i |. We set
Our second main result is For each d ≥ 4 there is C > 0 such that for every T > 0,
Ths Theorem generalises the result for d = 2 in [2] . The estimate for d ≥ 4 seems surprisingly stronger.
I thank Joachim Hilgert for helpful comments on the subject of this paper.
Representations and Integral formulae
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. Fx a maximal compact subgroup K. LetĜ andK denote their unitary duals, i.e., the sets of isomorphism classes of irreducible unitary representations of G resp. K. Let π be a continuous representation of G on a locally convex topological vector space V π . Let V ′ π be the space of all continuous linear forms on V π and let V ∞ π be the space of smooth vectors, i.e.,
The representation π is called smooth if
LetĜ adm be the admissible dual, i.e., the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible representations. A representation π inĜ adm is called a class one representation if it contains K-invariant vectors. In that case the space V K π of K-invariant vectors is onedimensional. The Iwasawa decomposition G = ANK gives smooth maps
such that for every x ∈ G one has x = a(x)n(x)k(x). As an abbreviation we also define an(x) = a(x)n(x). Let g R , a R , n R , k R denote the Lie algebras of G, A, N, K and let g, a, n, k be their complexifications.
For x ∈ G and k ∈ K we define
x defines a smooth (right) group action of G on K.
Proof: The map k gives a diffeomorphism AN\G → K and the action under consideration is just the natural right action of G on AN\G. Lemma 1.2 For f ∈ C(K) and y ∈ G we have the integral formula
Here ρ ∈ a * is the modular shift, i.e., a 2ρ = det(a|n).
Proof: The Iwasawa integral formula implies
Let f ∈ C(K) and choose a function η ∈ C c (AN) such that η ≥ 0 and
On the other hand, since G is unimodular, this also equals
The second assertion follows from the first by replacing f withf (k) = f (k y ) and then y with y −1 .
The inclusion map K ֒→ G induces a diffeomorphism M\K → P \G and in this way we get a smooth G-action on M\K. An inspection shows that this action is given by Mk → Mk x for k ∈ K, x ∈ G.
Trilinear products
Let π 1 , π 2 , π 3 be three smooth representations of G and let T :
for all v j ∈ V π j and every x ∈ G.
Suppose π 1 , π 2 , π 3 are class one representations. We want to understand the space of all such trilinear forms T as above. Since any class one representation is a quotient of an unramified principal series representation it suffices to assume that the π j are unramified principal series representations. This means that there are given a minimal parabolic P = MAN and λ j ∈ a * for j = 1, 2, 3. Such a λ j induces a continuous group homomorphism P → C × by man → a λ j +ρ , which in turn defines a G-homogeneous line bundle L λ j over P \G. The representation π j is the G-representation on the space of smooth sections Γ ∞ (L λ j ) of that bundle. So π j lives on the space of all
for all m ∈ M, a ∈ A, n ∈ N, k ∈ K. The representation π j is defined by π j (y)f (x) = f (xy). Every such f is uniquely determined by its restriction to K which is M-invariant, so the representation space is
where φ is the kernel of T .
Therefore the invariance of T amounts to the distributional identity
where
The group G is called a real hyperbolic group if it is locally isomorphic to
On Y = (P \G) 3 we consider the
. Next Y can be viewed as a G-space via the diagonal action and so L λ becomes a G-homogeneous line bundle on Y . There is an open orbit if and only if G is locally isomorphic to a product of hyperbolic groups.
For the Proof we will need the following lemma. Lemma 2.2 Let G be a Lie group and H a closed subgroup. Let X = G/H and let E → X be a smooth G-homogeneous line bundle. Let T be a distribution on E, i.e. a continuous linear form on Γ ∞ c (E). Suppose that T is G-invariant, i.e., T (g.s) = T (s) for every s ∈ Γ ∞ c (E). Then T is given by a smooth section of the dual bundle E * .
Proof: The equation T (g.s) = T (s), i.e., g.T = T ∀g ∈ G implies X.T = 0 for every X ∈ g R , the real Lie algebra of G. Let h R be the Lie algebra of H and choose a complementary space V for h R such that g R = h R ⊕ V . Let X 1 , . . . , X n be a basis of V and let
Then D induces an elliptic differential operator on E and we have the distributional equation DT = 0. By the regularity theorem for elliptic differential operators it follows that T is given by a smooth section.
For the proof of the theorem we will need to investigate the G-orbit structure of Y = (P \G) 3 . First note that since the map Mk → P k is a K-isomorphism from M\K to P \G, the K-orbit of every y ∈ Y contains an element of the form (y 1 , y 2 , 1). Hence the P = MAN-orbit structure of (P \G) 2 is the same as the G-orbit structure of Y . By the Bruhat decomposition, the P -orbits in P \G are parametrized by the Weyl group W = W (G, A), where the unique open orbit is given by P w 0 P , here w 0 is the long element of the Weyl group. Note that the P -stabilizer of P w 0 ∈ P \G equals AM. This implies that the G-orbits in Y of maximal dimension are in bijection to the AM-orbits in P \G of maximal dimension via the map P xAM → (x, w 0 , 1).G. Again by Bruhat decomposition it follows that the latter are contained in the open cell P w 0 P = P w 0 N. So the G-orbits of maximal dimension in Y are in bijection to the AM-orbits in N of maximal dimension, where AM acts via the adjoint action. The exponential map exp : n R → N is an AM-equivariant bijection, so we are finally looking for the AM-orbit structure of the linear adjoint action on n R .
We will now prove that there is an open orbit if and only if G is locally a product of real hyperbolic groups. So suppose that Y contains an open orbit. Then n R contains an open AM-orbit, say AM.X 0 . Let φ + be the set of all positive restricted roots on a = Lie(A). Decompose n R into the root spaces
On each n R,α install an M-invariant norm ||.|| α . This is possible since M is compact. Consider the map
Since the orbit AM.X 0 is open, the image ψ(AM.X 0 ) of the orbit must contain a nonempty open set. Away from the set {X ∈ n R : ∃α : ||x|| α = 0} the map ψ can be chosen differentiable. Since the norms are invariant under M, one gets a smooth map
whose image contains an open set. This can only happen if the dimension of A is at least as big as |φ + | and the latter implies that G is locally a product of real rank one groups. Now by Araki's table ( [4] , pp. 532-534) one knows that these real rank one groups must all be hyperbolic, because otherwise there would be two different root lengths.
For the converse direction let G be locally isomorphic to SO(d, 1). We have to show that there is an open AM-orbit in n R . This, however, is clear as the action of AM on n R is the natural action of R [
+ as a subset of R suitably normalised, then one can write
Let T be a G-invariant distribution supported on the closure of the orbit of x 1 . Since T is G-invariant, it satisfies X.T = 0 for everey X ∈ g. Hence the wave front set W F (T ) ⊂ T * Y is a G-invariant subset of the normal bundle of the manifold x 1 .G. This implies that T is of order zero along the manifold x 1 .G. By the G-invariance it follows that T is of the form
where R is supported in [1, 1, 1] . Further, D is a differential which we can assume to be G-equivariant. Then D(f )(x 1 ) is of the form
where D 1 (m) is a differential operator in the variable a. Since D is Gequivariant, we may replace f with a 0 f for some a 0 ∈ A. Since x 1 a 0 = x 1 we get that the above is the same as
This implies that D 1 must be of order zero and so T is of order zero. Thus it follows that we can write
for some locally integrable function φ. The invariance implies that
For imaginary λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 the right hand side is only invariant under AM if φ(x 1 ) = 0, i.e., T = 0. This shows that any invariant distribution which is zero on the open orbit also vanishes on x 1 .G. The remaining orbits are dealt with in a similar fashion. To prove the Theorem, it remains to show the existence of invariant distributions. For this we change our point of view and consider sections of L λ no longer as functions on Y , but as functions on G 3 which spit out a λ+ρ on the left. We induce this in the notation by writing f (x 0 y) instead of f (x 0 .y). On a given orbit of maximal dimension, there is a standard invariant distribution which, by the lemma, is unique up to scalars and given by
In order to show that this extends to a distribution on Y , we need to show that the defining integral converges for all f ∈ Γ ∞ (L λ ). This integral equals
Since f is bounded on K 3 , it suffices to show the following lemma.
The Proof is in Appendix A.
Conjecture 2.4
The assertion of the lemma should hold for arbitrary semisimple G with finite center and n 0 ∈ N generic.
The conjecture would imply that if G is not locally a product of hyperbolic groups, then the space of invariant trilinear forms on principal series representations is infinite dimensional.
Exponential decay
We write T st (λ, µ, ν) for T st (e λ , e µ , e ν ) and identifying a R to R via λ → λ(H 0 ) we consider T st as a function on (iR) 3 .
In this section we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Fix imaginary µ and ν. Then, as |λ| tends to infinity, while λ is imaginary, we have the asymptotic
for some constant c > 0.
Proof: We prove the theorem by giving an explicit formula for T st as in the following lemma. The proof of this lemma is in Appendix B. The theorem now follows by the lemma and the well known asymptotical formula,
as |t| → ∞, where the real part σ is fixed.
Cuspidal trilinear forms
Let Γ ⊂ G be a lattice and consider the right regular representation of G on L 2 (Γ\G). Let L 2 cusp (Γ\G) be the cuspidal subspace, this is G-stable and decomposes as a direct sum,
where the isotypic component L 2 cusp (Γ\G)(π) is zero for π outside a countable set of π ∈Ĝ and is always isomorphic to a sum of finitely many copies of π. By the Sobolev lemma one has
cusp (Γ\G)(π) for some π ∈Ĝ. If ϕ is pure and smooth, then ϕ is rapidly decreasing on Γ\G, and so are all its derivatives. So for three pure smooth ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 the integral Γ\G ϕ 1 (x)ϕ 2 (x)ϕ 3 (x) dx converges.
Moreover, fix π 1 , π 2 , π 3 ∈Ĝ and fix G-equivariant embeddings
K be the space of all K-invariant vectors in the cuspidal space. Then there is an orthonormal basis (ϕ i ) i∈N of pure vectors in L 
Let (λ i , µ, ν) be the induction parameters of the representations given by (ϕ i , ϕ, ϕ ′ ). First note that the numbers c i decay exponentially in |λ i |. So we define the renormalized sequence
Theorem 4.1 For d = 2, 3 there is C > 0 such that for every T > 0,
For each d ≥ 4 there is C > 0 such that for every T > 0,
Proof: By the uniqueness of trilinear forms there exists a constant a i such that
This constant depends on the embeddings of π λ , π ν , π µ into L 2 cusp (Γ\G), but we can normalize these embeddings by insisting that the standard class one vectors e λ , e µ , e ν are mapped to ϕ i , ϕ, ϕ ′ . Thus the number a i only depends on ϕ i , ϕ, ϕ ′ .
Fix two smooth pre-unitary G-representations V, V ′ and let L, L ′ be their Hilbert completions. Consider the unitary representation of
∞ be its smooth part. Denote by H(E) the real vector space of all Hermitian forms on E and by H + (E) the cone of non-negative forms.
Let W be a smooth pre-unitary admissible representation of G.
* which extends to a G-map l T : E →W , whereW is the space W with complex conjugate linear structure. The Hermitian form H W on W induces a form HW onW . Define a Hermitian form H T on E by H T = l * T HW , i.e., for u, v ∈ E one has H T (u, v) = HW (l T (u), l T (v)). Finally, suppose that W = V λ , V, V ′ are all principal series representations and let T st be the standard trilinear form then we write H st λ for the Hermitian form induced on E. We also assume that V λ , V, V ′ are cuspidal, i.e., that fixed embeddings into L 
Let U be a Hilbert space with Hermitian form H. For a close subspace L of U let P r L denote the orthogonal projection from U to L and let H L be the Hermitian form on U given by
The map L → H L is additive and monotonic, i.e.,
Lemma 4.2 On the space E one has
Proof: By the uniqueness it follows H
and since all the spaces L i are orthogonal one also deduces i H 
Lemma 4.3 Let
Proof: The form h.H ∆ is given by integration over a smooth measure on Γ\G × Γ\G. Being smooth, this measure is bounded by a multiple of the invariant measure.
A positive functional on H(E) is an additive map ρ : H + (E) → R ≥0 ∪ {∞}. For example, every vector u ∈ E gives rise to a positive functional δ u defined as δ u (H) = H(u, u).
Every positive functional is monotonic and homogeneous, i.e.,
and ρ(tH) = tρ(H) for t > 0.
Let ρ be a positive functional and let
Proposition 4.4 There are constants T 0 , C > 0 such that for every T ≥ T 0 there is a positive functional ρ T on H(E) with
and with h T = h ρ T one has h T (λ) ≥ and let u = u T be a non-negative smooth function on M\K × M\K with support in S such that
With these data define a positive functional ρ T on H(E) by
Then one has
Recall the standard trilinear form T st on V λ ⊗ V ⊗ V ′ and the corresponding linear map l Tst : V ⊗ V ′ →V λ . We identify the spaceV λ with C ∞ (M\K) and let z denote the point M1 ∈ M\K. The Dirac measure δ z at z is a continuous linear functional on C ∞ (M\K). We get an induced Hermitian form H z on E defined by
Lemma 4.5 On E one has
Proof: This follows from the fact that the invariant Hermitian form onV λ is equal to K π(k)H z dk, whereH z is the Hermitian form onV λ given bỹ
Since the test function h was assumed to be K × K-invariant it follows that
So in order to establish a lower bound for ρ T (H st λ ) it suffices to give a lower bound for δ u (x.H z ) = | π(x)f z , u | 2 for x ∈ D, where f z is the linear functional on E given by f z (u) = δ z (l Tst (u)). Proof: Note first that with x = ank ∈ G we have π(x)f z = a ρ f k and
Now, as T → ∞, the family u T approaches the δ-distribution at the point (w 0 , 1), so f k , u T converges locally uniformly in k to φ(k, w 0 , 1). Restricting k to a neighbourhood of k 0 = k(w 0 n 0 ) which is relatively compact in the open orbit, the lemma follows. Now Lemma 4.6 implies Proposition 4.4 and the latter implies Theorem 4.1 as follows.
Consider the inequality
. By Proposition 4.4 the right hand side is bounded by CT 2 dim(M \K) and since dim M\K = dim P \G = dim N = d − 1 we get
Restricting the sum to those i with |λ i | ≤ 2T and using the second assertion of Proposition 4.4 we get
According to Theorem 3.1 we have 
A Proof of Lemma 2.3
Replace the integral over G by an integral over ANK using the Iwasawa decomposition. Since a(xk) = a(x) for x ∈ G and k ∈ K, the K-factor is irrelevant and we have to show that
Next note that w 0 a = a −1 w 0 and so we have a(w 0 an) ρ = a −ρ a(w 0 n) as well as a(w 0 n 0 an) = a −ρ a(w 0 n a 0 n), where n a 0 = a −1 n 0 a. We need to show
This is the point where we have to make things more concrete. Let 
The 
where we have written |x| 2 = x 
The Weyl element representative can be chosen to be
So that with n = n(x) for x ∈ R d−1 we have
We choose n 0 = n(1, 0, . . . , 0) and get with a = exp(tH),
With n = d − 1 and a −ρ = e − n 2 t our assertion boils down to
Consider first the case n = 1 and the integral over x < 0:
Thus it suffices to show the convergence of
Setting y = e −t we see that this integral equals
Since the mapping
is continuous, the integral over 0 < x < 1 converges. It remains to show the convergence of
here we have used the substitution y = vx and the fact that for a, b ≥ 1 one has (1 + a)(1 + b) ≤ 3(1 + ab).
Now for the case n > 1. Using polar co-ordinates we compute
As above we can restrict to the case x > 1. We get
As above, it suffices to restrict the integration to the domain x > 1. So one considers
Choose 0 < ε < 1/2 and write
So our integral is less than or equal to
B Proof of Lemma 3.2
The permutation group S 3 in three letters acts on (iR) 3 by permuting the co-ordinates. We claim that T st is invariant under that action. So let σ ∈ S 3 and let f = f 1 ⊗ f 2 ⊗ f 3 , then
Since the open orbit is unique, there is y σ ∈ G with σ −1 (x 0 ) = x 0 .y σ , and so
So in particular T st (λ, µ, ν) is invariant under permutations of (λ, µ, ν).
We have
Replace the integral over G by an integral over ANK using the Iwasawa decomposition. Since a(xk) = a(x) for x ∈ G and k ∈ K, the K-factor is irrelevant and we have to compute
Note that w 0 a = a −1 w 0 and so we have a(w 0 an)
Using the explicit approach of the last section we see that T st (λ, µ, ν) equals
where v 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0). 1, 2, 3 , . . . and use polar co-ordinates to compute for n > 1, that
and I 1 (a, b, c) to be equal to
Then, for all n ∈ N,
where c 1 = 1 and c n = (n − 1)vol(B n−1 ) for n > 1. So in particular, I n is invariant under permutations of the arguments.
Note that ∂ ∂r
and r n−2 = ∂ ∂r r n−1 n−1
. So, integrating by parts, for n > 1 we compute
To get a similar result for I 1 note that 
Let I ′ n (a, b, c) be the same as I n (a, b, c) except that there is a factor x in the integrand, i.e., 
The last equation also holds for n = 1. Integration by parts gives 
where d n = (n − 1)c n+2 /c n if n > 1 and d 1 = c 3 . A calculation using the functional equation of the Gamma-function, Γ(z + 1) = zΓ(z), shows that the claim of the lemma for n implies the same claim for n + 2. Note that the formula A.5 in [2] implies the lemma for n = 1, where one has to take into account that in [2] a different normalisation is used. To get our formula from theirs, one has to replace λ j by −2λ j in [2] . To finish the proof of the lemma it remains to show the claim for n = 2.
To achieve this, we proceed in a fashion similar to [2] . First note that the group G = SL 2 (C) is a double cover of SO(3, 1) 0 , so we might as well use this group for the computation. For λ ∈ C let V λ denote the space of all smooth functions f on C 2 with f (az, aw) = |a| −2(λ+1) f (z, w) for every a ∈ C × . Then G = SL 2 (C) acts on the space V λ via π λ (g)f (z, w) = f ((z, w)g). This is the principal series representation with parameter λ. For λ = 1 there is a G-invariant continuous linear functional L : V 1 → C, which is unique up to scalars and is given by
where the integral runs over the standard sphere S 3 ⊂ C 2 with the volume element induced by the standard metric on C 2 ∼ = R 4 . Since S 3 equals (0, 1)K, where K = SU(2) is the maximal compact subgroup of G, the theory of induced representations shows that this functional is indeed invariant under G and is unique with that property. If λ is imaginary, then the representation π λ is pre-unitary, the inner product being given by f, g = L(fḡ). To compute T This kernel is invariant under the diagonal action of G and is homogeneous of degree 2(λ j − 1) with respect to the variable v j . From this point the computations run like in [2] A.4 and A.5. The lemma follows.
